
2. Corporate financing sources

How can your Company finance its funding needs?
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Funding acts as the main fuel for every business. Companies may need funding to finance a number of possible different

purposes, namely:

Mergers and acquisitions

Enter new markets

Expand production capacity

Develop new products and services

Research & Development

Manage working capital

Develop long term goals

Business creation

Boost exportation

Corporate restructuring

To meet the funding needs, companies have at their disposal, a wide range of alternatives, which can be grouped

according to two classifications:

Equity / Debt – Addressed in this section; and

Public /Private – Covered on Section 3 – Market Based Financing.
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Most types of funding fall in one of these two financing methods: Equity financing or Debt financing (although there is also

the option to issue “hybrid” securities, which combine both debt and equity characteristics). Sometimes, it is difficult for

companies to determine the most adequate way to fund their business, however, the answer is usually not about choosing

between one or other type of funding, but rather achieving the best equilibrium, in the medium and long term, between

Equity and Debt, in such a way that the value of the business is maximized.

Aspects that should be considered are:

Equity Financing*

The big trade-off is giving up a stake of your business’ ownership in exchange for capital. Nonetheless,

remember that bringing a new shareholder to the business also unlocks new knowledge and a wider

network. Additionally, this form of financing does not put on the company the burden of future

mandatory payments and allows the company to strengthen its risk profile on the eyes of stakeholders, by

improving financial ratios, which in turns can have an important role in obtaining funding in the future.

*Equity Financing: Considering only equity entrances from new shareholders.

Debt Financing

Does not require the shareholders of the Company to give up a part of ownership or control, but it

involves agreed regular repayments to lenders, including the cost of associated interest, and often

imposes restrictions to management decisions while the debt is being repaid. The terms of each facility

and the associated collaterals if required are negotiated with the lender on a loan-to-loan basis and will

vary.

Advantage

Lowers bankruptcy risk and improves financial ratios

No obligation to pay funds back

Investors don’t expect immediate ROI

Flexibility for defining dividend payment

Doesn’t need collateralization

Gain access to investor networks

Gain notoriety by divulging the financing operation in the media

Enables shareholders to keep full ownership
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No obligations after paying debt back

Tax deductible costs

Short and long term options

Ultimately, the Equity versus Debt decision relies on several factors, such as the current economic situation, the Company’s

existing capital structure, the business’ life cycle stage and business model, as well as the average financing structure in the

sector of activity, among others. Both Equity financing and Debt financing can be sources of funding for a Company. The

correct answer will depend on the Issuer’s profile and needs:

How are Portuguese companies are financing themselves?

Portuguese companies have been using equity and debt issuances to raise capital to fund their growth strategies. Some

reasons Portuguese companies stated to choose one or another are as follows (please refer to section Business Cases for

some insights on specific cases):
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Equity

► Raise funding to finance strategic M&A activities;

► Enhance the Issuer value proposition through an increased level of autonomy, moving from a parent-

subsidiary relationship to a diversified investor base;

► Set a solid foundation to improve future liquidity and strengthen credit ratios over the years;

► Reinforce balance sheet position towards pre-Covid-19 pandemic levels, reaching a more balanced

capital structure;

►Establish own distribution networks in territories close to customers and set up production units in order

to become an international Company.

Debt

►  Diversify the sources and types of financing, as well as investor base;

► Extend the debt maturity profile, in order to be closer to future cash flow generation;

► Strengthen the Company’s capital structure;

► Finance and refinance projects and M&A activities. In particular green debt securities have been chosen

to finance green projects related with renewable energy production and improvement of energy

efficiency;

► Reducing the cost of debt;

► Set a solid foundation to improve the Company’s future liquidity.
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